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Microsoft 365 Is a Powerful Platform that

Enables Ministry, Enhances Stewardship, and

Elevates Performance

There are seemingly a thousand and one
technology tools available to help you
accomplish all the things you need to get
done in a typical workday. From
communicating with your team, planning
and building out projects, creating
presentations and visuals, conducting virtual
meetings, note-taking, managing email,
creating surveys, organizing and handling
files, the list goes on and on. The array of
available technical tools to solve these
problems also feels endless and often creates
complexity and confusion. One of our goals at
Enable is to help churches eliminate the
complexity associated with “tool sprawl.”

Eliminating Tool Sprawl
“Tool sprawl” refers to the situation in which a
church staff acquires overlapping, redundant
applications, software programs, and various
accounts to solve day-to-day operational and
ministry tasks. Typically, churches do not use
these tools uniformly, and individuals tend to
gravitate towards whatever they have found
or what has been recommended to them by
someone else. When individual staff
members and volunteers adopt separate
applications individually without the
guidance of a more strategic approach,
inefficiency, added complexity, and
(depending upon the licensing
arrangements) wasted money are often the
result.

There are many reasons why churches and
other organizations find themselves in this
condition of “tool sprawl.” It’s not uncommon
to hear about the latest, most incredible tool
for “xyz activity” and immediately jump on the
bandwagon. Or maybe a fellow staff member
used a particular app at a previous job and
insists that your team use it now. Adding tools
without an overarching strategy is very
tempting because many apps are easily
downloaded and are either free or very
inexpensive. While a particular application may
individually be beneficial, if the staff and
volunteers add such applications constantly,
you can quickly find yourself in a complex
scenario.
 
You may find yourself jumping around
between many apps, many of which other staff
members are not using. This inconsistent use
across the staff team can be very frustrating
and inefficient. For example, you email a file to
a few people. You then hop on the group chat
to confirm they received it. Only then do you
realize that someone doesn’t have permission
to view the file or must log in to a separate app
for which they don’t have a login ID or
password, or perhaps have forgotten their
login information.
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The last thing Enable Ministry Partners wants to
be is just more noise in the sea of voices touting
another tool that you’ve just got to try. Our goal
with our church partners is to help them
understand the various options and resources
available. The great news is that if your church
uses Microsoft 365 along with your Church
Management software, you already have access
to all of the communication, collaboration, and
productivity tools that you need to enable your
ministry operations! The various Microsoft 365
tools integrate seamlessly and work together to
make communicating & sharing with your team
surprisingly easy and pain-free. Effective use of
this integrated platform also presents a strong
case for responsible stewardship. In even some
of the largest and most complex church
settings, you will not often need to pay for other
tools or applications because, in most cases, the
platform you have already purchased contains
all the tools you will need.
 
In this blog post, we have put together a
simplified, general guide to discuss various
tools that church staffers often use and then
compared those tools with the Microsoft 365
tool that does the exact same thing while
integrating seamlessly with every other
Microsoft 365 tool. Please understand that we
do not intend this post to be exhaustive. There
are other tools within Microsoft 365 platform
and also outside the ecosystem that churches
can utilize to enable ministry. We are simply
highlighting the benefits of using a robust
platform of tools designed to work together,
thereby reducing complexity, inefficiency, and
cost. We’re also highlighting practical uses of
these tools in a church context.

Our goal for this post is twofold: first, after
reading this post, you will understand more
clearly those tools to which you already have
access and might ALREADY be paying for, and
second, how you can best use the powerful
Microsoft 365 platform to enable ministry.

Do These Headaches Sound Familiar?
In our work with over 350 churches since 2001,
we have encountered these “tool overlap” issues
in almost every environment. After presenting
our technology assessment findings to church
staff, they are typically shocked when they learn
how many redundant, similar-functioning tools
exist in their environments. When they realize
the overlap, they also begin to understand some
of the technology annoyances that they have
been experiencing. For example, you may have
a church-provided Microsoft 365 account, but
when working on documents and sharing files
with your team, you are using your personal
Gmail account and Google Drive or Dropbox.
While there is nothing wrong with the Google
platform and tools (and we have many clients
who use and love Google), this can cause
frustration with sharing and access permissions
for co-staff or volunteers. On top of that,
utilizing the Google platform and other non-
Google or non-Microsoft 365 apps means that
users will have to log in to multiple accounts to
share information. The simpler alternative
would be to use OneDrive and Sharepoint, the
file-sharing tools already built into Microsoft
365.
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This issue also often surfaces when
collaborating with volunteers, especially for
events like VBS (Vacation Bible School) or
organizing small groups. Microsoft 365 does a
great job of allowing you to collaborate with
“guests,” making it a breeze to include
volunteers in everything associated with the
planning and communication related to
ongoing ministry or events.
 
Another extremely frustrating situation we
hear about from our church partners is the
constant and inefficient back-and-forth over
email. Perhaps it’s a busy week, and maybe
you’ve overlooked an important email or file
due to an extended conversation in a long
and active email chain with multiple parties
that really should’ve been conducted in a
chat or more immediate and less “noisy”
platform. Or perhaps you are speaking at an
event or are in charge of Sunday’s sermon
PowerPoint slides. Because of all the back
and forth between email communications,
with many versions of the file flying back and
forth, the person responsible may
inadvertently load the wrong version of the
presentation into the media software. (This
scenario happens more frequently than most
staff like to admit!) With churches, constant
communication exists between staff,
volunteers, outside partnerships, and more.
Without utilizing the most effective
collaboration and communications tools,
items can easily get lost and looked over.

Microsoft 365 Tools Vs. Other Apps 
Simple and clear communication is essential
in any organization, and a church is no
different. Beyond face-to-face meetings, vital
communication occurs in emails, group texts,
project planning apps, virtual meeting apps,
note-taking platforms, survey tools, etc. With
communication options, you name it—it’s out
there. Wouldn’t it be great if all these things
could exist together under one roof? Well,
with Microsoft 365, they genuinely do!
Microsoft 365 offers a seamless platform for
getting your job done efficiently and all in one
place. A significant benefit of Microsoft 365 is
not having to keep up with 42 different apps
and logins just to get through a meeting or
share a document!
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C H E C K  O U T  T H E  N E X T  P A G E
F O R  A   S I M P L E  G U I D E  T O
C O M M O N L Y  U S E D  T O O L S ,
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TEAMS
Teams is great for
communications, group chats and
virtual meetings. It is compared to
Zoom and GroupMe.

ONENOTE
OneNote is a great tool for

creating shared notes that others
can view and contribute to. It is

compared to Evernote.

PLANNER
Planner is used for project planning
and delegation of tasks. It is
compared to Trello.

ONEDRIVE
OneDrive is a file storage system that

can be thought of as a "ME" file versus
shared files. It is compared to Google

Drive and Dropbox

SHAREPOINT
SharePoint is a file storage system
that can be thought of as "WE"
files. It is compared to Google
Drive and Dropbox.

FORMS
Forms is a unique tool that allows

you to create registrations, surveys
and more. It can be compared to

Survey Monkey and JotForm. 



L E T ’ S  B R E A K  I T  D O W N  
A  L I T T L E  M O R E
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Chat
Channels
Calendar and Outlook integration
Robust Video and Virtual Meetings
Capability to incorporate
Volunteers/Guests
File storage and sharing

Microsoft Teams 
Microsoft Teams provides a fantastic and
super-efficient way of sharing information
within a group or “team” of people! We like to
refer to it as a Collaboration Dashboard or a
launching pad for working remotely with
others. It allows you to arrange your
organization into teams based on any criteria
you want, e.g., role, project, department, etc.
It also provides a powerful video
collaboration function for virtual meetings
that can replace Zoom or other meeting and
video platforms (and their associated costs!).
Teams will allow you to scrap the GroupMe or
the group text apps that seem to never shut
off after hours or that cause issues when you
mix Android and iPhone users in one group
text!

Teams offers: 

Teams is the best replacement for Zoom,
GroupMe, Slack, group texts and Google
Chat

Access to Your Notes from Anywhere
Automatic Saving of Items
Ability to Tag Important Notes
Capability to Organize Information in
Tables
Capacity to Create of Wiki-Style
Hyperlinks
Means to Copy Text From Pictures
Facilitates the Sharing of Notes With
Other People

OneNote
OneNote is a powerful note-taking and note-
sharing app. You may have used other apps
like Evernote, which works similarly.
Microsoft designed OneNote to operate like a
notebook with sections and pages. OneNote
offers a great way to plan multiple projects,
draft ideas, keep lists, record team meeting
notes, and much more, especially if you want
to share these things with other staff
members or volunteers. You can create both
personal and shared notebooks. A beneficial
feature of OneNote is that you can access
your teams’ OneNote’s directly from within
the Teams app, making critical information
easily accessible for everyone

OneNote Offers: 

OneNote is the best replacement for
Evernote and Apple Notes 
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Planner, Tasks, and To-Do
Planner is a great tool when it comes to
planning events and projects. If your church
hosts quite a few events, or you are just a
details-and-delegations kind of person, you
might already be using a similar app like
Trello or Monday.com. Planner is already
included with your Microsoft 365 subscription
and operates as Tasks inside of Teams,
making delegation a breeze with events and
projects. Planner lets you assign task “cards”
to your team and designate the tasks as
completed when finished. This process is
super pleasing to the eye and creates
accountability within a team. Planner allows
you to efficiently keep track of everyone’s
progress and create realistic timelines and
expectations with visibility and
accountability.

Planner, Tasks, and To-Do is the best
replacement for Trello and Monday.com 

OneDrive & SharePoint
While you may not always be able to keep
your head in the clouds, you can certainly
store things there! Cloud-based file storage is
a cost-efficient, safe, and flexible way to
manage and maintain your files. The perks of
Cloud storage include the capability to
access your data from anywhere, at any time,
and not having to rely on an antiquated
system that only lets you view and work on
your documents while connected to a
specific network. Because OneDrive and
SharePoint are housed within the Microsoft
365 platform, they work seamlessly with the
other daily tools you’re using for your work
and ministry.
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You should think of OneDrive as your
storage location for “ME” files or things
you are personally working on that are
personal to you.  You can share these
things later when needed, such as a rough
draft of an event schedule on which you
are working.
You should think of SharePoint as your
storage location for “WE” files or things
you need to collaborate on with your
team. SharePoint also “lives” inside Teams
and makes file sharing within your teams
simple and easy.

Here are some helpful tips when thinking
about OneDrive and SharePoint  

OneDrive and Sharepoint is the best
replacement for Google Drive and Dropbox 
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Easy Exporting
Fast, Real-Time Results
Personal Customization
Ability to create custom Templates
Direct integration with Other 365 Tools
Quizzes, Polls, Surveys, Registrations, etc.

Forms
Forms is a great tool that allows you to create
registrations, surveys, quizzes, etc. Forms is
very convenient and efficient. It quickly
provides results and sends those results
directly to your Outlook email. Forms is more
accessible than other applications like Survey
Monkey, etc., that require you to log in with a
tool-specific password and check results in a
separate application. Forms provides your
results directly, within the confines of your
Microsoft 365 account.

Forms offers:

Forms is the best replacement for Survey
Monkey, JotForm and Google Forms 



Microsoft Teams is a platform that Enable
and our clients find invaluable to a
functioning flexible collaborative working
environment. We created this guide to
explain the features of Teams and to help as
many churches as possible know about and
be able to use this resource. 

What is Microsoft Teams

The best way to understand Microsoft Teams
is as a Collaboration Dashboard. It is a
launching pad for working remotely with
others. Teams operates much like a smart
phone in that it is a one-stop-shop for
accessing various tools used to keep yourself
and your teammates on task and up to date.
It provides multiple channels of
communication, including chat, video,
message board style forums, file-sharing and
more! 

It is an Microsoft 365 integrated application,
so if you already use Microsoft 365’s Outlook
for email, go to https://portal.office.com, log
in with your email address and password, and
click Teams. It will let you do about 90% of
tasks in a web browser, or you can choose to
install the app for desktop and mobile
platforms (including iOS and Android apps
too!) Teams is a highly intuitive platform, and
it is so easy to access – it makes working
remotely a breeze. 

What Can I Do With It?

Do you need to have quick conversations via
IM-style chat? Great, Teams does that! Or
maybe you prefer static discussions similar to
Slack? Teams does that as well. Do you desire
to meet with coworkers face to face? Use the
video call and conferencing features in Teams.
Share your screen, start a Wiki for your
department’s most asked questions, and share
and access files, all right there in the same
spot. All of these tools are possible with the
click of a button within Teams, and that means
all the different ways that you and your team
need to collaborate and communicate are
covered in one app. You can even turn it into
your organization’s phone system (additional
licensing required).
Teams does it all, and your staff can jump right
in today and start using chat and holding
meetings with no additional setup.

M I C R O S O F T  T E A M S  |  A  Q U I C K
S T A R T  G U I D E  
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What About Training?

While we believe Teams is an incredible tool and
a well-designed app, some can feel overwhelmed
by the amount of possibilities and options for
functionality. This is totally understandable, as
every new platform can seem confusing at first.
However, Teams is very intuitive to actually use…if
people can use Facebook, they can use Teams. 

https://portal.office.com/


Microsoft does a great job of publishing training
videos for their tools. For a very helpful how-to
on using Teams, check out this (3 minute)
Microsoft video: https://support.office.com/en-
us/article/video-welcome-to-microsoft-teams-
b98d533f-118e-4bae-bf44-3df2470c2b12 

Enable has trained countless churches on
Microsoft apps, and we would love to help you
and your organization implement the initial set-
up and ongoing training of Teams and other
Microsoft 365 apps! 

2. Create a team for each ministry
department.
 The team owners should be the department
head and the most technical person or admin
assistant. The team members should be
everyone in that ministry department. 
Owners have the right to add and remove
participating members, and they should be in
charge of keeping that list up to date. This
allows departments to self-service their
employees’ access to their departmental
content (Microsoft 365 administrators can still
help when there is an issue).
Remember, make sure that you create a
channel for each major content area or topic,
just like you used to arrange folders of
information on your file server. For example,
within the “Children’s Ministry” team, you
could have a VBS channel, a Weekly Sunday
School channel, etc. 

3. Allow users to create their own need-
specific teams (especially pertaining to
volunteers), but encourage them to always
store departmental data in the main
departmental team. 
For instance, if I’m working in a department
with volunteers I might want to invite them to
participate in a team. But, I don’t want them to
see all of the departmental data. So, I would
store my data in the “Children’s Ministry” team,
but I would create a new team named
“Kidsville Volunteers” and invite my volunteers
to participate as guests in this new team for
communication purposes and just share the
necessary information/data there. Or, I may be
working on a special project across multiple
departments, and using Teams provides one
place to store all of that information. 
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How Do I Set Up the Rest?

Here is some quick and easy guidance on how
to adopt Teams into your organization in a way
that drives adoption and increases
collaboration so you can get the most out of
this great resource. The most important part of
using Teams is to allow your staff to own their
share in it.  

1. Create an “All-Staff” team that is for the
entire organization (“Org-Wide” is what Teams
calls it). Use this team for information that
pertains to everyone on staff. 
Typically, the name of this general team is
simply the name of your church. Every staff
member should belong to this team, and the
Owners should be whomever oversees the IT
role. This Team is where you post
announcements for everyone. Within this
Team, you can create specific channels for
various topics that apply to the staff in general:
a prayer request channel, one for weekly or
monthly meetings, Sunday morning chatter,
etc.
Channels should be thought of as a bucket for
anything to do with a topic. That’s where you
will chat about, write about, wiki about, and
store files having to do with that topic.
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4. Invite volunteers and people outside of
your organization to participate in your team.
All they need is an email address. When they
accept the invitation, Microsoft will prompt
them to create a free Microsoft account if they
don’t already have one. Then they can sign in
and use Teams just like you do, at no extra
cost. Keep in mind a “Guest member” of a
team can see everything in that Team.*
Only invite a guest to your team if it is ok for
that guest to see and edit anything in that
team. 
*Advanced features exist to work around this,
but it’s easiest to start without them.

5. Start using Teams for meetings! 
You can invite anyone to join a meeting. If
they join online, they can do so anonymously
without needing a Microsoft account. You can
also do live streams if you don’t need folks to
talk back, and only want to do Q&A. 
In order to allow users or guests to participate
by dialing a phone number instead of using
the web or app, you need to buy the Audio
Conferencing add-on. Enable can help with
this.

Communication Within Teams

When getting started using Teams, people
ALWAYS ask what should be a Team versus
what should be a Channel, and when to
communicate in a Channel versus using Chat
or Email. This is how we like to explain it:
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H E R E ’ S  A  Q U I C K  G U I D E  O N
S T A R T I N G  O R  S C H E D U L I N G
M E E T I N G S  

A Team is WHO you work WITH
A Channel is WHAT you work ON
Chat is for QUICK, INFORMAL
communication

C H E C K  O U T  T H E  O T H E R  T E A M S
R E S O U R C E S  W E ’ V E  P U T  T O G E T H E R
T O  D I S C O V E R  A L L  O F  T H E  W A Y S
T E A M S  C A N  B E N E F I T  Y O U R
C H U R C H !

click or scan to
view document

click or scan to
view document

https://enable.itglue.com/528335/docs/5022519#version=published&documentMode=view
https://enableministry.com/2020/03/16/microsoft-teams-quick-start-guide/


Gone are the days of having to go into the
office to fetch a file or email. The Cloud is
taking over the world, and quickly. This
accessibility brings some major benefits for
organizations using it, and churches are no
exception! 

At Enable, we’re huge fans of all things
Microsoft 365 and the feature we want to
highlight today is OneDrive. OneDrive allows
you to access your files from any device, even
while offline. It helps you keep your files safe
and allows you to share and collaborate with
your teammates, vendors, and volunteers.
We’re going to cover the top reasons why we
think you and your team should be using
OneDrive. We promise once you make the
switch, you’ll never want to go back. 
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Protect your Files by Syncing Your Computer
to OneDrive: 
OneDrive for Windows allows you to
automatically replicate the files on your
desktop and in your documents folder
directly into OneDrive for safekeeping and
always-available access. Now your files are
safe even if your laptop is lost or crashes.

Files on Demand: 
Files on Demand lets you pick which files to
sync with your computer, saving hard drive
space. Now you can decide which files you
will most likely need access to all the time,
even without Wi-Fi, and which ones are okay
to “leave at the office” – even though they are
still only an Internet connection away!

Typical Enterprise Microsoft 365 Accounts
Include 1TB Per Person: 
Just by adding this feature, you’ve given
yourself 1 terabyte of cloud storage: totally
free (for eligible 501(c)(3) organizations)!
That’s a LOT of storage, so you can get to
work and not worry one bit about storage
space.

Collaboration Benefits of OneDrive

Share Your Files with People Inside and
Outside Your Organization:
One can only handle so many emails with so
many attachments, not to mention the added
stress of having to be wary of spam.

Personal Benefits of OneDrive

Access All of your Files From Anywhere:
This one is a no-brainer. Whether you’re at
home, traveling on the job, or on vacation in
the Bahamas, your files are right there,
accessible to you. All you need is an Internet
connection to access them! This accessibility
allows you to rest easy, knowing you can get
to files at any time if need be. 

https://onedrive.live.com/about/en-us/
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/use-onedrive-files-on-demand-in-windows-0e6860d3-d9f3-4971-b321-7092438fb38e


There are so many ways that OneDrive for
Microsoft 365 makes life more efficient in a
church setting. From sharing information
with volunteers, to collaborating within a
ministry team, to unifying communication
across campuses, there are countless ways
that OneDrive can help make ministry easier. 

If setting this up feels daunting to you, we’re
here to help with that! We’ve spent almost 20
years working specifically with churches and
have learned how you can maximize the
benefits available to you in Microsoft 365. We
would love the opportunity to help you be
more efficient with your tools and resources!
If you’d like to start a conversation, send us an
email at info@enable.email. We’d love to chat
with you! 
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This is the answer to large email threads of
sending Word documents back and forth (and
back and forth). No more large email
attachments or thumb drives – just send a link
to your document, and everyone has access to
the latest version in real time! You can even
control who can edit or just view your
documents.

Protect your Files with Built-in Edit Tracking: 
It can be very hard to keep track of the latest
version of a word document when versions are
constantly being sent around. By having all of
the editing going on in one place, this
eliminates the confusion of “who has the latest
document.” OneDrive automatically tracks the
version history of documents and allows for
real-time co-authoring, so you can see live edits
and changes made by each person you’ve
shared the document with. It is easy to track
these changes and revert to a previous version.

Full Integration with all of Microsoft 365
Applications: 
Use your other MS applications (Outlook,
Teams, etc.) easily with OneDrive and access
your files across platforms with ease!

Seamless Support for macOS and Windows
Alike: 
Mixed Mac and PC environments are becoming
more and more common. This is partially
caused by the majority of people using
personal devices for work-related things, and in
a church setting, this is especially prevalent
with volunteers. Many times, applications that
were developed for one platform have issues
working well on the other, but this is not the
case with Microsoft 365! OneDrive works
seamlessly on both macOS and Windows, and
allows for seamless sharing between users on
each.

O N E D R I V E  F O R  Y O U R  C H U R C H  W H Y  Y O U  N E E D  I T  
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Folder structure needs to strike a balance
between organization and convenience. It
should be fast and easy to save files in the
correct location without navigating an
unending hierarchy of folders.  

Think minimalist for folder creation.
Don’t build out complicated folder trees
as you get started. Start simple and add
only when necessary. Multiple “right”
places to store a file inevitably leads to
confusion and inconsistency. 

What Makes a Good File Management System?

A good file management system should reflect
the culture of the organization using it. Your
tools should be flexible enough to meet the
various control needs in your organization.
Some files may require tight control, while
others are best managed in a looser structure.
The biggest considerations center around
where to store your files and who should have
access to them. If you can answer these
questions, you are well on your way to a
workable system. 
 

WHERE GOALS | Considerations on Where to

Store Your Files
1.

While these tips are written in the context of
Microsoft Teams, the basic principles can be
applied to whichever file sharing & storing
platform you use, be it Dropbox, Google Drive,
iCloud, etc.

One of the most important aspects of a
collaborative work environment is file storing
and sharing. Our favorite file management
platform is Microsoft Teams because it offers
file sharing and storage within the context of
the Teams collaboration platform, while
seamlessly working together with all of the
additional Microsoft tools like OneNote,
Planner, etc. Leveraging the file management
capabilities of Teams will take your experience
to the next level. However, transitioning all of
your files into Teams can be quite the
undertaking, and before you begin, your
church should make a plan for file
management.  

We wish we could tell you the one best way to
manage files, but the truth is that these are
decisions that need to be made at the
organizational level. While we can’t provide all
of the answers on this one, we can share our
favorite tips and considerations to help you get
started. 
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Files shared in a team channel in
Microsoft Teams are stored in the file
library for the team, and everyone in
the team has access to these files.
Files sent as an attachment in a chat
message are stored in the submitter’s
OneDrive, in a folder called “Microsoft
Teams Chat Files.” Access permissions
are automatically given to the people in
the chat. 

To avoid multiple versions of files,
always share a link to your file with your
collaborators instead of pasting or
attaching a file directly into an email or
chat.  
Encourage consistent naming
standards and vocabulary in your
organization to reduce naming similar
files several different ways, and to help
new staff get quickly up to speed.  
Name files with enough detail to know
what they are, and in a way that your
future self would search for them.  
Save files in the correct location the
first time. Don’t save them to your
desktop with the intention of putting
them where they actually go later.
Later rarely comes (ask us how we
know).
Sync frequently used libraries to your
computer for traditional navigation
through File Explorer or Finder. 
Make friends with the Search function
to quickly find documents, regardless
of location.

2. In Microsoft Teams, be aware that how you
share a file changes where that file is stored.  

3. It should be fast and easy to find the
correct files when you need them.  

Manage your Team and Channel
membership to include only those within
your organization that you want to have
access to documents. 
If you choose to share documents outside
of your Team, store those documents in
folders with names that make it obvious
that the content is shared like “Shared
Volunteer VBS Planning Files” or anything
that deters members from storing internal
documents in an externally shared folder. 
Use security features when sharing folders
and files outside of your organization. Set
access expiration dates, limit the ability of
recipients to edit and forward content, and
share files with specific people, when
appropriate. 
Always choose “free up space” instead of
deleting documents from your Explorer or
Finder. Deleting shared items deletes
them for everyone. Free up space stops
them from synchronizing to your hard
drive but leaves them available to everyone
in the cloud.  

WHO GOALS | Considerations on Access and

Data Security
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Does My Church Still Need a File Management

System?

Lastly, let’s address an elephant in the room.
Some of us learned about the importance of
filing documents in a time when they were
stored on paper, and a structured filing
system was a key part of ever being able to
find your data again. Students and younger
employees learned about file management in
the age of Google Drive and Dropbox, where
finding your files is as easy as typing some
keywords into the search bar. There is
ongoing conversation in classrooms and
boardrooms today on whether a structured
system for files storage is still necessary, or if
it’s time to embrace a shift toward this more
relaxed file system. Enable’s take on this is
<drumroll please> there is a time and a place
for both approaches.  
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 For your own personal and school files,
there’s no harm in a “laundry basket”
approach where all your files are mixed in
together and you use search to pull out what
you need. This approach meets our WHERE
goals of making it easy to save and easy to
find files. However, in a shared and
collaborative work environment we must
consider the impact our filing has on other
people. New staff members will find it much
easier to browse what exists and find what
they need when things are organized into
folders. Another reason it’s still worth creating
a structure for file storage is so you can set
some organizational controls around WHO
has what level of access to which files. By
putting files in defined locations, you get the
benefit of access control, and people who
prefer to use search can still easily access files
in this way. This is a win-win for your
organization, regardless of the age range of
your staff.   



A common issue that we’ve seen among our
clients is best practices for communicating
with larger groups of people. Often, there are
simple and efficient solutions for these types
of common problems, so today we want to
share a quick tip that you can implement
today to simplify communicating with your
team. If you have a large group of people that
you email regularly, manually typing in each
of their email addresses every single time you
want to send an email communication to
them is tedious and unproductive. It is also
unnecessary, because there are two effective
ways to solve this problem, and we are going
to break down the what, when, and pros &
cons of each. Let’s talk about a Distribution
List vs. a Shared Mailbox.

Distribution List
A Distribution List is, simply, a list of people
that an email is distributed to. You create this
list ahead of time, and it is saved in your
contact records so that you can quickly send
emails to this group of people. DL’s work best
for lists of people that are relatively static and
need frequent or periodically recurring
communication, like an “All Staff” list or an
“All Pastors” list. Normally, distribution lists
are reserved for one-way communication like
monthly announcements or periodic project
updates, versus conversations that warrant a
lot of collaboration.

One pro of this solution is that the email is sent
to the primary inbox of the recipients – there is
no secondary inbox that they have to check to
read these emails. Another pro to using a DL is
that you can add any email address to a
distribution list. This includes non-staff
members, so you can easily create lists that
include volunteers as well. Pro-tip: if you are
sending an email to a distribution list
(especially a large one), add the list as the
recipient in the BCC box. This will ensure that
all of the potential response emails go to just
the original sender instead of everyone else on
the list as well.

Shared Mailbox
The other effective solution is a Shared
Mailbox. This is a great option for departments,
like the Worship Team, Children’s Ministry, and
Small Group Leadership. Each can be set up to
have their own shared mailbox. This acts as a
secondary inbox with its own unique mailbox
address (ie. worshipteam@church.email) that
multiple people can have access to. Because of
this, one con to using a shared mailbox is that
members must remember to routinely check it
in addition to their main inbox, but it is great
for keeping all communication from this one
specific collaborative group in one place. 
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Everyone with access to the SM can see if
emails have been read/replied to, and when
someone sends an email from that mailbox, it
comes from that shared mailbox address.
One very helpful feature of this option is that
shared mailboxes can have a linked calendar
for members of the department to share,
which can be added to your Outlook desktop
and mobile apps. A shared mailbox is a great
solution for email communication between
those within the organization. However, this
is not a good option for non-staff
members/volunteers – those outside of the
organization/without a log-in cannot have
access to this mailbox.

So, which one should you use?
A good rule of thumb: if the group of
recipients all share the same or similar title
(All Staff, All Pastors, All Admin Assistants),
use a distribution list. If the group you are
sending the email to all work in the same
department, used a shared mailbox.
If the email being sent out is simply
informational/announcement in nature, a
distribution list would be your most efficient
option. If the email contains actionable items
that need to be acted on and collaborated
around by multiple people, using the shared
mailbox for that department would be your
best bet.
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Microsoft 365’s OneDrive (and
Teams/Sharepoint) file sharing is a super
helpful tool for accessing your files from
anywhere on any device AND sharing those
files with coworkers and other collaborators.

However, there is a “trick” for making this file
sharing process seamless. Many OneDrive
users become frustrated when attempting to
share files with people outside of their
organization, because their recipients can’t
open the files. Instead, they receive an error
message saying “you need permission to
open this file.” 

This situation is easily fixed by one small
change in your sharing options, but it is a
setting that it easily overlooked. For security
reasons, Microsoft assumes by default that
you only want to share files with people who
are in your organization. If you don’t manually
change this security setting, the link you
send will only be able to be accessed by those
who are registered within your organization. 

Link Settings

This is where you can change your sharing
permissions to reflect who you would like to
be able to access the file with this specific
sharing link. To change who you want to
share the link with, simply select the “People
with…” line to open the options dialog. There
you will see four options:

Anyone With the Link
This option is the most open-ended. If you are
trying to share a file with someone outside
your organization, this is the one to choose!
This option does not require the recipient to
sign in in order to view the file, so it is the
easiest to access (but, obviously, the least
secure.) Anyone with the link can open the
file. To combat the security concern, if you
choose this link setting, it will give you the
option to include an expiration date for the
link and/or a password.
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People in [my organization] with the link
This link setting limits access the file you are
sharing to only people in your organization
with the link. This makes it easy for your
coworkers to share or forward the link to
other team members, or to post the link in
common locations like a Microsoft Teams
thread or group email without having to
specify which users should have access.

People with existing access 
If you are simply re-sharing a link for
convenience, so that someone with whom
you’ve already shared the file can access it
easily (or someone who already has access to
the directory where the file is saved), you can
choose this option.

Specific people 
This option is the most specific link setting. If
you want to make sure access is limited
specific people, you can individually list those
out with this option. These can be members
of your organization or external users (if your
organization permissions allow it), but they
will have to have a Microsoft account and
sign in to access the file.

Use the additional options to further control
the access you give to file recipients. You can
decide whether your recipients can edit the
file you are sharing with them, and whether
or not you want to allow them to download
the file.

Microsoft makes files sharing easy and allows
you to give access to as many or as few
people as you want! Just make sure you
choose the link setting that is right for your
situation. 
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We have you covered when it comes to learning more

about M365 and how to use it. Scan this QR code to

watch any of our M365 webinars.

https://enableministry.com/office365/
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